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Whether you are new to MEDITECH, or migrating from Magic, CS, or 6.x, Summit Healthcare 
can provide you with all the tools and services to be successful. Summit Healthcare is an 
expert in all platforms of MEDITECH with over 1,000 customers and 15+ years experience 
with the MEDITECH HIS.

Now is the time to map and build a tactical and strategic migration strategy to ensure you 
have the right technology in place while adhering to your migration project budget. As 
your organization looks to achieve clinical transformation and deliver the highest patient 
care, evaluating your integration and automation strategy should be a priority, not an 
afterthought. The results will be a new system designed and implemented to improve 
patient safety, achieve end-user acceptance, and give you guaranteed cost savings. 

“Switching interface engines in the middle of a MEDITECH upgrade in itself is very 
complicated. With Summit Healthcare in the middle, we didn’t even feel any burden 
when it came to interface development. It was a very streamlined process, as Summit 
staff worked quietly and effectively in the background.” 

- Arek Shennar, 
Director, Information Services

Cody Regional Network
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What You Need: 
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Clinical & Financial Data Conversions 
Moving your data into new systems can 
be a daunting task

Dictionary Management & Migration 
By utilizing dictionary synchronization 
from the start, you can feel confident that 
all of your data has migrated successfully 
while providing a long-term maintenance 
tool!

Integration Strategies
Now is the time to evaluate your current 
and future integration state. Make sure 
you are achieving the full value of your 
MEDITECH migration.

Script Writing
Re-writing your scripts into MEDITECH 
Expanse is a very important part of your 
migration project. But it can also be very 
time consuming. 

Business Continuity Planning
Make sure critical patient data is available 
at all times as you migrate towards your 
MEDITECH Expanse environment. 

Migrating to a new platform doesn’t have to be costly or overwhelming.

How Summit 
Can Help:

Summit Professional Services will provide 
data extraction, migration and archival options 
that supplement standard MEDITECH 
conversion options.

Summit InSync Services help to guide you 
through each step of dictionary extraction, 
analysis, and automation updates.

Summit Integration Services provide a 
detailed audit of your current integration 
landscape, and review future projects to 
determine if any new technology will be 
needed to accomplish future initiatives:
 • Physician Office Integration
 • Clinical Document Exchange
 • Monitoring Device Integration

Summit Scripting Tool has been developed 
with the MEDITECH Expanse platform in mind. 
Summit Scripting Services can be utilized 
to review your overall scripting environment 
and re-write your scripts so your resources can 
focus on other components of the migration 
project.

Summit Downtime Reporting Services 
Provide an enterprise wide solution to help in 
the event of a system or network downtime. 
  


